In fact, it is already clear from Enss' original paper that his methods have striking applicability. In the first place, he only needs that V be "localized" in the sense that there is some falloff at infinity. He does not require that V be "local," i.e., a multiplication operator, or even "pseudo-local," i.e., that (f, Vg)--0 if f, g are in C0 .with disjoint supports. (Note that we distinguish between "local" and "localized.") That localization suffices for Cook's method is a result that goes back at least to J6rgens-Weidmann [21] . On the other hand, pseudo-locality is often used in the Agmon-Kuroda theory; we note that Jensen [20] has quoted some lectures of Kuroda where non-local potentials are treated by the Agmon-Kuroda method. Secondly, as Enss points out, the relative compactness of V plays no role in his work. In fact, as we shall see below, even relative boundedness is not needed! Rather, one is close to merely requiring mutual subordinateness of H and H 0 in the sense of Birman [5] (see 2).
In our extensions and simplifications below, we rely on three technical devices which go beyond those that Enss used in [13] :
(1) Decompositions in phase space. In [13] Following a suggestion of Hunziker, we rely instead on a technique from Simon [36] . What comes out of the presentation in 2 is that the Enss analysis depends on four conceptual ideas: (a) One lets the dynamics do the hard work, i.e., move the wave function far from the scatterer.
(b) Apply Cook's method. The deep discovery of Enss is that Cook's method can be a useful tool in proving completeness and the absence of singular spectrum.
(c) Control (e-moq)(x) by exploiting the fact that once one is far from the scatterer, one can work on a scale where quantum and classical mechanics are essentially identical! (d) Make a suitable joint decomposition in x and k-space to accomplish (c). In this decomposition, it is critical that one localize strictly in k-space but only weakly in x-space. In fact the x-space decomposition can be done in a way that does not destroy the strict k-space localization. It is this phase space decomposition that I find most attractive and characteristic of the method which leads to my proposed name of "phase space analysis." It suggests that the cotangent bundle is the right place to do scattering theory! Indeed, it [30] of adding fictitious degrees of freedom. We treat both inhomogeneities (2) and obstacles (6 (-oo, oe) and let V(x)= W(x) (resp. 0) for x >0 (resp. x < 0). Let H =-d2/dx2+ V. Recently Davies and Simon [10] showed that H has no singular spectrum by using a "twisting trick" which allowed one to exploit time-independent methods. With where V is not self-adjoint, but rather i(V-V*) > 0. Then if V is -A-bounded with relative bound smaller than 1, e -itn will be a contraction semigroup for t > 0. Such semigroups are approximations which arise in nuclear physics under the rubric "optical" model. In a recent paper, Davies [9] has advocated their study and showed how to use the Kato It is a pleasure to thank V. Enss for informing me of his work and for numerous discussions, and I. Herbst and W. Hunziker for useful discussions or correspondence.
[}2. General Pseudo-Differential Operators. This is the central section of this paper. Our strategy is that of Enss [13] but there are some differences in tactics. Normally, we work on L2(Iq). k stands for the u-tuple of differential operators i-7 and also for the Fourier transform variable. The symbols F(x X) and F(k K) denote respectively multiplication by the characteristic function of X and the spectral projection for the u-tuple k (characteristic function on Fourier space). We consider operators H H 0 + V where H 0 is a "pseudo-differential" operator. We intend this last phrase in [16] so that P is constant on each component since any two points can be joined by a curve, , along which (7 P)., 0.
Before proving the main theorem, we give a number of examples which illustrate the conditions. We will not be explicit about giving all the details. In addition, we make no attempt to give reference to earlier work on these models; a fairly comprehensive bibliography can be found in [28] . [30] for the details when the Kato Then, one can decompose n n, in + n, out + n, SO that:
(1) I1., wll 0 as n ---> . Proof. If (2.4) is proven for x 0 0, it follows for all x since e-itHo commutes with translations in x. In [19] , H6rmander proved that for x/t( and supp u c K: 
(2.9) IIThll2 < CIIhll=.
In (2.9) g(k) denotes the function of -iO/Ox as per our standing 
Remark (Note" 45 plays no special role; any angle strictly less than 90 but larger than 0 will do). For a Z ", let R be a rotation taking a to (11, 0,..., 0) and
Then, gn and gOUt obey the hypotheses of Lemma 2 so that n, in
Moreover, since supp f C B,-, supp(f,,) C (9 so (glen +g,OUt)(fq],,),, (fq)^and hence tn tn in "1" n, out + tn, w" in Now, let q; in--g (k)fa(X)n. Since one has uniform bounds on derivatives of gi, and f $, we have bounds on Ix-c14,. . n[I, uniform in n and c.
Thus, using lemma 1, and some geometry, we have that
for all x with Ixl < 6(n + Itl), all t< 0 and all c > (1/3)n. (This follows from the fact that no velocities in supp (/),; , in point within 45 of c. Here is some number depending on ,4, the minimal velocity). Using the Its! falloff to sum on a, the It + lal falloff to sum on Ixl and the levi falloff to translate into n falloff, we see that for < 0 liP(Ix < i(n + Itl))e-i'" rn, inll < C (1 + n + which proves conclusion (4) . Similarly, we see that IlF(Ixl < 6(n + It[))e-itHo(Ikl 2N -I-1)tn, in] C,(1 + n + 1tl) for < 0 and analogously with in replaced by out and < 0 by > 0. These estimates and the argument following lemma 1, prove conclusion (3). To prove (3.6), we note that rjl > R/3 (resp. < R/6) implies that either IRl2[ > R/4 (resp. < R/5) or some ['[ > R/24 (resp. > R/60). The [35] . (
we need only show how to estimate (Q(t), [Q(t)-Q(s)]). Following [35] , we write for
The estimates necessary to justify evaluating dido'(-- (II) The existence of maps f which sum up to so that f, is localized near a while f doesn't destroy much strict localization in the eigenfunction transform.
(III) Lemma 2, the result bounding g(k)f(x). The fourth problem is easily solved if we don't allow extremely singular V's and require that [ [29] , there exist functions, ,/,(x, k), -oo < x oo, -rr < k < r, and e(k), with the following properties; e.(k)=%(-k). (Hog)*,,(k) e,,(k) g(k).
We define a singular value of H o to be the value en(ko) at a point k o with a en(ko) degenerate eigenvalue i.e., e,(ko)= ej(ko) and a critical value is the value g,(ko) at a point with Ve,(ko)= 0. As in Remark 6 following theorem 2.1, the only possible limit points for C lie in S, so that C, tO [42] have proven that the variety of n n self-adjoint matrices with a degenerate eigenvalue has codimension 3. Thus, when u < 3, the singular points are to be expected to be discrete but for u > 4, whole "curves" will occur on which e need not be constant. One can ask whether the degeneracies that occur at singular points are really serious or whether we might accommodate them with more effort. Typically, the form of band function that worries us is of the form:
The occurrence of the two dimensional square root means that the behavior of f eitk)t-ikx, l(k)dk-u(x, t) will be similar to that of the two Proof. By (7.5):
LHS of (7.9)= [n (fexp (--i(k2, kz) ),, (k) and by (7. 3), (7.4):
so that (7.9) follows from (2.5). le-itn12dx dy dz < C (1 + R)-2MII(1 + (o-Oo) ) 112 (7.10) ool > R Remark. At first sight, the lack of dependence seems surprising in (7.10) . But the projections of the classical orbits in x, y are periodic in time and so is the LHS of (7.10 (oh, [1 + (p2(t) )M]q) < Ct,o (q', (1 + and for (7.11) where p(t) e / itHpe itH. We prove (7.11) using ideas of Radin-Simon [26] . Clearly, it suffices to show that t=0 < C'(O, (1 + (7.12) for then if the left side of (7.11) is f(t), we have df/dt < c'f whence f(t) < f(O)exp(c't). To prove (7.12), we use: (i) [ < C'(, (1 + 02)2q) (using (ii)). I"1
Remark. Using the Frohlich-Lieb method [15] of proving chessboard estimates for lattices of length M 4:2 n, one can probably extend this result to M2 n.
We can now prove a result for non-azimuthally symmetric 1/. THEOREM 7.2. Let H o be given by (7.1). Let V be a symmetric operator obeying Proof. Once again, we need only follow the proof of Theorem 2.1. Now F(lzl < n)F(Ipl < n)(no / i)-' is compact, so in the Enss decomposition principle (a) becomes IIF(Izl < n)F(lpl < n)qll0 and in (b), S v Cv is replaced by ((2k + 1)B ) . We still decompose into slabs in z in forming
The only new feature is in the proof that ll Ve-itHod -n, out[I tit--> 0 (7.13) as n--> (and the analog for n, in)" Let us denote the integrand in (7.13) as G,(t). We have that a,,(t) < V(no + i)-F( z > at-)11 II(n0 / i)n, out[[ + (a + b)llF(z < at-fl)e-imo(no + i)n, outl[" By using lemma of this section and choosing a suitably, we obtain an upper bound uniform in n, on Gn(t) which is in L l(dt) so (7.13) holds if we can show that To prove this, we write Gn(t) 0 as n---> , fixed. ]]Ill--->0 since it can be bounded by const, h(n/2), IIIIIl0 since it can be bounded by const, l(n/2 We will also need the following result of Herbst [17] -, 1) ). Then for all M, and all > 0 (resp. < 0):
in the region x < a + Xerit(t) a + 2-3ItI.
Proof. Suppose that a =0. Let 9(x, t)= eit3/3e-iXt(e-itnod?)(x). Then, by
e(x, t)= (2r)-'/Z f exp(-if(k, x, t)),(k) (8.5) where f(k, x, t) kZt + k(t 2-x). In the region x < xit, k > 1, > 0 (resp. x < xi, k < 1, < 0), f'= Of/Ok is non-vanishing; indeed in that region" f'= 2kt + 12-x > -Zig + 2-X [Xcrit-X " Ill. 
where C is independent of a. Proof. Since II(H0 4-a 4-i)(Ho)ll < C(1 + a), it suffices to prove that I1(1 + p2)(1 + (x-o)m)T/+ (/9)L(x)(n 0 +i+ a)-'ll < C (8.8) But the left side of (8.8 Suppose that (8.4) By using lemma in the extended form and lemma 6 we see that for 
If we pick R,, so that R,,/n2O, R,, > 4(n + n) and nk( (1/4) In a recent paper, Davies [9] has advocated the study of B of the above type and he has begun their study by developing a trace class theory. In particular, for V with (H-i)-nV(no-i) trace class for some n, m, he proved that W6 lime itHBt exists for all qb in a certain subspace %a" (Since a C , the space defined below, when V obeys (2.1) with N 1, our conclusions below imply those of Davies.) We will follow the suggestion of Davies [9] 6 . Under very special circumstances where V is "short range" and "small", Kato [22] II(B, e-itH)epll < f 0 t l l Ve-imllds. (9.4) Using the unitarity of e -itH and (b) of the theorem, w-limt eitnBt WP where P is the projection onto { Thus, by (9.4) 
4- (2) + n, M, out + n, m, in (9.6) n Taking M---> , we see that lim a n 0.
But for t, s > we have that e + itHoBt < e-i(t-t")n)lnll + s-term < 2c so the sequence e +itHnt'l is Cauchy. Thus, the existence of the decomposition (9.6) proves conclusion (b).
The main differences from the scheme of Section 2 are two-fold:
(1) We do not have the full functional calculus, so we will make do with a special which does not yield a function with compact support in momentum space but rather one which cannot peak near p 0 or as n-m. The pieces near 0 and m will be put in 0 (2) "In, 
